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OAK LAWN PARK DISTRICT 

JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

League Site Supervisor 

 
The League Supervisor is responsible for making sure everything runs smoothly.  
Check the hallways frequently.  Before games spectators and participants may be 
looking for the gymnasium.  Be aware of all entrances and try to direct participants to 
the gym. 

 
  QUALIFICATIONS   

 Must be at least sixteen (16) years of age, preferably eighteen (18) year or older 
 The ability to understand and carry out oral and written instructions and posted 

schedules. 
 To contact the Athletics Supervisor or the League Coordinator if the ref’s are not 

present. 
 Work all scheduled hours. 
 To notify the Athletics Supervisor or League Coordinator when any 

accident/incident report is filled out. 
 Ability to concentrate and accomplish tasks despite interruptions. 
 Ability to keep track of all equipment and be in control in the gym and the 

facility. 
 Knowledge of the rules a plus 
 Ability to establish and maintain effective, harmonious, cooperative, and 

productive working relationships with other participants including officials, 
coaches, players, supervisors and other employees of the Park District. 

 Ability to work a flexible schedule with some weekend and evenings 
 
 

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR: 

The assigned supervisor for the League; The League Coordinator, Athletic 
Supervisor or Recreation Supervisor. 

 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
 Assisting in game preparation and teardown 
 Keeps accurate written record of games where applicable 
 Turns in paperwork and game result to designated supervisor 
 Knowledge of the rules specific to the sport assigned including house rules 
 Knowledge of the Oak Lawn Park Districts sports program policies 
 Work all scheduled hours 
 Being on time for each game and being alert for the entire game. 
 Responsible for maintaining order and following the rules specific to the site 

sport is being held. 
 Report any and all unsafe conditions immediately to your supervisor or the 

Assistant Pavilion Manager. 
 
 

MARGINAL FUNCTIONS: 
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 Attend In-Service Training yearly 
 Obtain and maintain CPR Certification 
 Completing accident/incident reports as necessary 
 Enforce and abide by the oak lawn Park District Policies and general rules 
 Responsible for Oak lawn Park District equipment and control in the gym, and 

supervise participants along with spectators admittance to the gym. 
 Report any and all unsafe conditions immediately to the Assistant Facility 

Manager or the Athletics Supervisor 
 Work in a cooperative and assisting manner for the constant improvement of all 

aspects of the Oak Lawn Park District. 
 Perform other duties as directed by the supervisor as deemed necessary and 

appropriate under your position. 
 
PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

 Sits, stands, bends, stops reaches and walks intermittent 
 Must be able to work at least 5-20 hours per week 
 To be able to sub or work longer shifts when necessary 
 Must be able to work at score table for long periods or time without leaving 

 
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

 Ability to work alone on any shift as the occasion arises. 
 Ability to work a varied schedule as required 
 Ability to work with staff and patrons in a relaxed and friendly manner. 
 Ability to use good judgment in the absence of supervision 

    
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

 Worker performs activities indoors.  Indoor environmental conditions will 
include lighting and temperature. 

 Worker may be involved in repetitive work (i.e. Scoreboard, writing) 
 Worker must be able to work indoor and outdoors on occasion in weather 

conditions (heat, cold, Wind, and rain). 
 

COGNITIVE CONSIDERATIONS: 

 Employee must have the ability to follow and give directions 
 Ability to effectively communicate verbally and in writing. 
 Employee must possess time management and organization skills to 

effectively perform his/her job. 
 Employee must have ability to make judgments with respect to 

confidentiality of information and problem solving. 
 Employee must use good safety awareness and judgment in all aspects of this 

position. 
 

 

 

I understand my job description as explained above. 
 
______________________________________               _______________________ 
Applicant Signature             Date         
     


